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Office of Disaster Preparedness and Management aligns its goals to the  

Sendai Framework 

The Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk Reduction 2015-2030 was adopted by UN Member States on 18 March, 2015 in Sendai, 

Japan. This document was developed to guide Disaster Risk Reduction efforts to be undertaken by nations for the period of 2015 -

2030. It builds on the successes of its predecessor document, the Hyogo Framework for Action, but focuses on Disaster Risk Man-

agement through enabling better understanding of disaster risk and how it affects all aspects of life.  

Above, the four priorities for action are highlighted. It is under these pillars that the Office of Disaster Preparedness and Manage-

ment aligns all activities geared toward risk reduction. These guides allow for clarity, direction and emphasized purpose on objec-

tives and goals perpetuated at Trinidad’s national disaster office. It is in this light that we encourage all to become familiar with 

the text as it will highlight the importance of risk reduction and tailor our approach to activities undertaken in everyday situations. 
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ODPM COMMEMORATES INTERNATIONAL DAY OF DISASTER REDUCTION  

 

The International Day for Disaster Reduction (IDDR) started in 1989 with the approval by the United Nations General Assem-
bly. The UN General Assembly sees the IDDR as a way to promote a global culture of disaster reduction, including disaster 
prevention, mitigation and preparedness. The International Day for Disaster Reduction is a day to celebrate how people and 
communities are reducing their risk to disasters and raising awareness about the importance of DRR. It's also a day to en-
courage every citizen and government to take part in building more disaster resilient communities and nations. The 2015 
theme for the International Day for Disaster Risk Reduction Knowledge For Life is part of a Step Up initiative started in 2011. 
(UNISDR, 2015)  

In an attempt to highlight IDDR, the ODPM placed additional attention on activities aligned to the 2015 theme, Knowledge 

for Life, during the past quarter. The ODPM disseminates information using methods that can reach today’s technologically 

based society. These include initiatives such as the ‘Disaster Ready’ App, social media platforms, and Solar Charging Stations. 

These avenues are well suited for the cultural change of our society that is highly interactive with technology and social me-

dia, as opposed to the indigenous methods used. One of our many projects is the Risk Reduction Management Centre 

(RRMC) initiative, which was based in the Mayaro/ Rio Claro Regional Corporation. This activity was presented in the format 

of a drill and highlighted the importance of Early Warning Systems. Tsunami signs have also been placed on numerous 

beaches to help educate the public of this phenomenon. The ODPM is committed to educating the public of the risks that 

threaten the country and therefore is continuously approaching dissemination of information in new and dynamic ways.  

 RISK REDUCTION 
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ODPM PROMOTION OF COMMON ALERTING PROTOCOL  (CAP) 

 
In an effort to further develop Trinidad and Tobago’s emergency communication capabilities, the ODPM in col-

laboration with the Trinidad and Tobago Meteorological Services (TTMET), hosted a two-day Common Alerting 

Protocol -CAP- Jumpstart Workshop from July 29th to the 30th, 2015 at UTT’s Agora Campus in Chaguanas. In 

attendance were representatives from hazard monitoring agencies, first responders, the disaster management 

units of the regional corporations, private sector companies with early warning systems and high level ICT poli-

cy stakeholders.  The primary objective was to train a cadre of professionals in the CAP standard for alerting 

messages which is currently being promoted by the World Meteorological Organization (WMO) as a best prac-

tice for issuing alerts. It has been touted as a more efficient format for dissemination because of its concise, 

user-friendly interface which conveys only what emergency responders and the public need to know in order 

to reduce confusion and aid better decision-making in crisis situations. International expert in data and infor-

mation management systems architecture and one of the chief developers of CAP, Mr. Eliot Christian, facilitat-

ed the workshop. A five member working group to oversee the research and implementation of CAP was 

formed at the end of the workshop consisting of the ODPM, TTMET, Tobago Emergency Management Agency 

(TEMA), iGovTT and the National Operations Centre (NOC).  Further consultations are currently being held as 

the working group moves towards a full recommendation document to government for the adoption of the 

Common Alerting Protocol in Trinidad and Tobago. 

READINESS 
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BUILDING PRIVATE AND PUBLIC PARTNERSHIPS 

On the 7th and 8th  of October 2015, the ODPM participated in the annual conference and exhibition held by 

AMCHAM. Dr. Stephen Ramroop (CEO, ODPM) lectured on behalf of the ODPM, focusing on the importance 

of disaster preparedness and Business Continuity Management (BCM) as it pertains to the private sector. The 

ODPM also disseminated information by means of an interactive booth open to all attendees.  

Why the Private Sector? 

A private sector committed to disaster 

risk reduction can steer public demand 

towards materials, systems and techno-

logical solutions to build and run resili-

ent communities. The private sector can 

make communities safer and more resil-

ient by setting standards and quality 

assurance criteria for safer structures in 

urban areas, investing in programmes 

or individual country and community 

risk reduction efforts, providing exper-

tise to help with administration, inter-

nal business processes, and external 

disaster risk assessments, while acting 

as a wellspring for socially responsible 

volunteers and funding. 

RISK REDUCTION  

Dr. Stephen Ramroop presents ‘Disaster Management: 

Readiness and future plans for disaster’ 

The Honourable Minister Edmund Dillon greets Training and 

Education Specialist, Ms. Arlini Timal 

Member of ODPM’s Public Information booth 

shares risk management information 
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 RISK REDUCTION 

VULNERABILITY AND CAPACITY BUILDING—ODPM PARTNERS WITH DIGICEL 

FOUNDATION TO CONDUCT SPECIAL NEEDS TRAINING 

ODPM being the focal point for disaster preparedness and risk reduction, was approached by Digicel Foun-

dation to provide Special Needs Training to staff members of selected schools that cater to intellectual spe-

cial needs students. The training included schools such as :  

 Rio Claro Learning and Development  

 Lady Hochoy School Gasparillo 

 Lady Hochoy School Penal  

 Servol Happy Venture Private School  

 Point-a-Pierre Government Special School  

The key objectives were to ensure that staff members were knowledgeable on how to formulate an Emer-

gency Response Plan, put together an Emergency Supply Kit, be aware of the risks posed towards students 

and staff, and how to effectively be responsible for the well being of special needs students and themselves 

before, during and after the occurrence of a catastrophic event.  
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CORE INFILTRATES TRINIDAD’S SUPERMARKETS 

 

The Office of  Disaster Preparedness and Management embarked on outreach activity with the start 

point at Xtra Foods located in Arima. Important to  disaster preparedness is the possession of an 

Emergency Supply Kit. This should include items such as:- torchlight, spare batteries, radio, canned 

foods, bottled water and first aid kit, just to name a few.  

It seemed beneficial to promote disaster preparedness, with focus on the Emergency Supply Kit, at 

groceries, as a lot of the items were there for sale. This way customers of Xtra foods were given the 

opportunity and knowledge to take their first steps towards getting their Emergency Supply Kits to-

gether. The ODPM also encouraged this action by distributing First Aids Kits, brochures, kids bags 

and other items to encourage individuals to get disaster preparedness items together. Grocery visits 

will continue over the coming months to grocery venues around Trinidad.  

Be on the look out for the ODPM team! 

 

 

 

RISK REDUCTION  
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UNDP GEF/SGP FUNDED SANS SOUCI CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION PRO-

JECT: COMMUNITY BASED EARLY WARNING TRAINING 

 
WHERE DOES YOUR COMMUNITY STAND AND WHAT CAN YOU DO TO IMPROVE EWS IN YOUR  

COMMUNITY? 
 
The Office of Disaster Preparedness and Management (ODPM) delivered a 2-day Community Based Early 
Warning to the Sans Souci Community on the 21st July and 4th August 2015. The workshop was led by 
the MPR Unit and sought to strengthen the capacity of the Sans Souci Community by providing guidelines 
on the major hazards that affect Sans Souci and to explain the best practices in preparedness and mitiga-
tion measures. The volunteers were also exposed to the key elements of early warning systems. 
 
This training workshop supported the UNDP GEF/SGP funded Sans Souci Climate Change Adaptation pro-
ject which started in September 2013. The project is aimed at increasing the resilience of the San Souci 
communities and building their capacity to better respond to climate change events while ensuring the 
protection of the Natural Resources.  
 
The intent of this project is to decrease the level of vulnerability to sea level rise and land-slides and in-
crease the level of knowledge of climate change within the community. The project also focuses on 
strengthening the capacity of the Sans Souci Tourism & Wildlife Development Organization (SSTWDO) to 
respond effectively and efficiently.  
 

What is an Early Warning System (EWS)? An Early Warning System is a system 
required to create and distribute warning information in a timely manner that will 
allow persons, communities and organizations exposed to risks to prepare and to 
respond accordingly to minimize the possibility of harm or loss. 

 

Community-Based Early Warning Systems Training 
for the Sans Souci Community  

READINESS 
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How To Get Published by EPIC 

Would you like to share your insight and technical expertise with other EPIC members? 

If so, submit your article for publication. We are looking for innovative articles on Disas-

ter Risk Reduction, Climate Change Impact, Mapping using Geographic Information 

System and much more. All experienced and freelance writers come join us, write 

articles that provide specific and useful information that will help members become 

more successful in their jobs. 

Editorial Needs 

We have standing requirements for the following types of articles: 

Case studies that describe fast paths and pitfalls of actual projects and implementa-

tions, tips, tricks, and techniques for using a particular product, technology, product 

feature, or process 

Performance planning and tuning strategies 

Article Specs 

Ideally, technical articles are between 200 and 500 words. 

When writing a technical article, focus on adding value for the reader. Help readers 

make their use of the technologies involved more successful. Consider the following 

questions: 

Who is the intended audience for your article? 

How will readers benefit from reading your article? Is it actionable? 

Will they learn a new technique? 

Will they work more effectively if they implement the list of tips you provide? 

Will they get started with a new product more successfully based on the implementa-

tion plan you describe? 

 

In your article, be specific about the details of your project. Provide rules-of-thumb 

and guidelines, and including point out obstacles they might encounter and offering 

solutions to challenges faced by individuals. 

If talking about a specific project, what do you know now that you wish you knew 

before you started? 

Submission and Editorial Process 

Submit your article, proposal, or any questions to opdm.epic@gmail.com.  The 

article must be in .doc format. Include your full name, email address, and daytime 

phone number and if the article is accepted, an EPIC editorial member will contact 

you. 

Authorization to Publish an Article 

When you submit an article, you are stating the following: 

The article was created solely by you (and your co-author(s) if applicable), 

The article is an original work and has not been published in any other form, 

You authorize ODPM EPIC’s use, modification, reproduction, and distribution of the 

article. 
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